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Our European Hydrogen Market service offers regular insights, 
policy/market updates & roundtable discussions

European Hydrogen Service

Access 
anytime 
via EOS 
online 

platform

▪ Regular insight reports on topical 
issues in the evolving European 
hydrogen market covering country, 
policy and technology deep dives

▪ Upcoming reports on next slide

Strategic Insight Reports

▪ Presentation of Market Attractiveness 
reports and Strategic Insight reports

▪ Networking opportunity with 
developers, investors and Governments 
– the ‘go-to’ roundtable to discuss 
hydrogen developments in Europe

Group Meetings

Workshops and analyst 
support

▪ Bilateral workshops to discuss Aurora’s 
analysis and specific implications

▪ Ongoing analyst support to answer 
questions about our research

▪ Hydrogen market sizing: demand 
scenarios by country and sector

▪ Summary of policy developments and 
incentives across Europe

▪ Analysis of demand and supply drivers

▪ Global electrolyser project database

Hydrogen Market 
Attractiveness Report 

(HyMAR)

▪ Regular updates on European 
Hydrogen policies and incentives across 
power, heat, transport and industry

▪ Thought leadership on required policies 
and incentives to grow hydrogen sector

Policy updates & thought 
leadership

For more information, please contact 
Alan Jabbour, Commercial Associate - Hydrogen & Global Commodities

 alan.jabbour@auroraER.com 
 +44 (0) 07425 647505 

▪ Hydrogen production economics based 
on Aurora’s in-house power, natural gas 
and carbon price forecasts

▪ Granular electrolyser business cases, 
including grid-connected inflexible and 
optimised production models, and co-
location with renewables

Investment case analysis

mailto:alan.jabbour@auroraer.com
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Timeline of strategic insight reports and policy updates

European Hydrogen Service

2020 2021

September
Hydrogen in

Northwest
Europe

February
Hydrogen in

France

Autumn
Hydrogen in

Iberia

August
Hydrogen in
Great Britain

April
Hydrogen Market
Attractiveness
Report
‘HyMAR’
Early 2021

June 
Shades of green 

(hydrogen): 
optimising 

electrolyser 
business models

October
Hydrogen Market
Attractiveness
Report
‘HyMAR’
Late 2020

December
Economics

of Hydrogen
Imports

October
Hydrogen 
Market
Attractiveness
Report
‘HyMAR’
Late 2021

December
Italy H2

strategy
policy note

January
Canada H2

strategy
policy note

January
Scotland H2

strategy
policy note

Insight report Policy update

Key

April
Poland H2 

strategy 
policy note

Existing reports

December
Great Britain 

10-point plan
policy note

Winter
To be decided

Summer
Hydrogen in 

Italy
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Germany, The Netherlands and the UK remain the most attractive 
for hydrogen investment; Poland’s strategy pushes it up four places

1) Modified and new metric respectively 2) Full score breakdown available to subscribers

Introduction to HyMAR

Country Rank
Previous 

Rank
Comments

Germany 1 1 Considerable additions to electrolyser project pipeline

Netherlands 2 2 Considerable additions to electrolyser project pipeline

United Kingdom 3 3 Considerable additions to electrolyser and SMR project pipeline

France 4 4 Supportive policy announcement

Norway 5 5

Spain 6 6

Italy 7 7

Poland 8 12 New hydrogen strategy published

Belgium 9 10

Denmark 10 8

Sweden 11 11
Low power prices and grid carbon intensity1, and low industrial 

power prices favourable for grid-connected electrolysers
Considerable additions to electrolyser database

Portugal 12 9

Finland 13 - New addition to the HyMAR index

Ireland 14 13

Germany

Spain

United Kingdom

Netherlands

France

Norway

Italy

Poland

Belgium

Denmark

Sweden

Portugal

Finland

Ireland

Previous Score Increase Decrease

Overall Scores2 and changes since September 
2020

The full HyMAR report, available to subscribers, includes data on all metrics feeding into the index.
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Since our previous HyMAR report, Finland, Italy, the UK, Scotland 
and Poland have launched hydrogen strategies and other policies

Hydrogen policy – previous six months

Q4

2020

Q2

2021

December 2020
The Scottish Government pledges 
GBP100m over five years to stimulate the 
hydrogen economy, and also announces a 
5 GW electrolyser build target, 
independent of the rest of the UK.

November 2020
The National Hydrogen Roadmap 

for Finland is published. Which 
focusses on the economics of low 

carbon hydrogen and Finland’s well 
stocked value chain.

January 2021
Polish Hydrogen Strategy is 
released, including a 2 GW 

electrolyser pledge, along with 
introduction of hydrogen CCfD.

December 2020
The UK government releases its Energy 

White Paper, preceding the upcoming 
Hydrogen Strategy.

November 2020
Italy releases its preliminary 
hydrogen strategy. Aims to convert 
20% of the country’s total energy 
consumption to hydrogen by 2050.

Timeline of policy announcements since November 2020

The full HyMAR report contains detailed analysis of the latest hydrogen strategies and policies across Europe
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Current H2 electrolyser capacity pledges and actual planned construction 
GW

Comments

▪ In its strategy, the EU aims for 
at least 40 GW of electrolyser
capacity across all of Europe by 
2030. It remains unclear 
whether the 40 GW target 
includes the UK or not.

▪ Combining all electrolyser
pledges across Europe, 34 GW 
are currently accounted for.

▪ Aurora’s global electrolyser
database is available to 
subscribers.

Sources: Aurora Energy Research, LBST International Hydrogen Strategies, National Hydrogen Strategies

Eight countries have collectively pledged to deliver 34 GW of 
electrolysers by 2030 – more than half the EU’s target

1) The UK target is for 5 GW of low carbon hydrogen production, and is not limited to electrolysers.

Hydrogen policy – electrolyser targets

0
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EU Target

Poland

Italy

France

United Kingdom1

Spain

Germany

Portugal

The Netherlands

2030 Pledges

United Kingdom ~4

European Union ~26

Proposed Build by 2030

6 GW unpledged

According to Aurora’s database of 
hydrogen electrolysers - to date, 
nearly 30 GW of electrolysers are 
in advanced planning stages across 
Europe.

EU Target Added since last iteration of HyMAR Proposed Build
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Aurora’s electrolyser database identifies a 213.5 GW pipeline of 
projects planned for delivery by 2040 globally, centred in Europe

1) We define early stage projects as those 8+ years away from commissioning, or large-scale programs still in planning or discussion stages. Early stage projects encompassing more than any single country are not shown in the map

Hydrogen supply

The database consists of a final 
capacity of 213.5 by 2040, globally. 
Only 180 projects amounting to 
113.0 GW are at development or 
operational stage.

<10 MW              10-100 MW                >100 MW              Development           Operational         Early stage1

Aurora’s global hydrogen database 
is available to download in full by 
subscribers. Our full HyMAR
report contains further analysis 
and commentary on the pipeline.
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100 GW

10 GW

1 GW

100 MW

10 MW

1 MW

0.1 MW

▪ Individual electrolysers in the 2030s are three orders of magnitude 
larger in size than those that are planned to be deployed by the early 
2020s

▪ There is a shift in the business cases, the earlier years of the database 
consist of local cluster projects in which hydrogen is consumed within 
couple of kilometres of the facility. From early 2020s on, electrolysers 
are planned to be deployed in regions that benefit from cheap 
electricity, exporting the produced hydrogen to demand centres

Globally, GW-scale projects are aimed to be deployed by the mid-2020s

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Aurora's electrolyser database consists of 247 projects, and 
shows a clear trend towards global hydrogen export schemes

H2 electrolyser installations (by year)
MW

Aurora’s electrolyser database – global projects

2010             2015              2020             2025              2030              2035              2040

Export is the ultimate goal
for Crystal Brook Energy 
Park in Australia, though it
aims for local clusters first

Planned year of 
deployment

Local clusters

Supranational

Global

<10 MW

10-100 MW

>100 MW
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▪ European projects indicating an end use cover 32.4 GW out of 84.4 GW total 
capacity of projects excluding early stage projects

▪ More than half of projects including industry as the end user are located in 
Germany and the Netherlands 

▪ No grid blending projects in the Nordics due to the limited natural gas grid

▪ Globally, 132 projects indicate a power source2, mostly located in Europe.

▪ Wind energy is mentioned in 62 projects within Europe, a quarter of which 
use offshore wind energy for hydrogen production

▪ Solar energy is chosen most frequently in Spain

Source: Aurora Energy Research

European electrolyser projects focus on industrial sector as 
the end user; power input is most commonly from wind 
farms

A large portion of the projects have an end use focus on mobility or industrial 
sectors

Only 46% of the European projects indicate the power source, most frequently 
wind or solar energy is chosen1

Number of project by end use for European countries Number of project by power source  for European countries

1) Some projects indicate multiple power sources 2) The database consists of 222 projects globally 3) Projects with unspecified wind resource (i.e. onshore vs offshore)

Aurora’s electrolyser database – end use and power source

42

Power

Grid blending

Industry

Mobility

Synthetic fuels

Heat 2

60

14

13

3

NLDDEU AUTPRTGBRFRA BEL ESP ITA SWE FINNOR DNK Others*

Solar

Grid curtailment

Wind3

Grid

Offshore Wind

Renewables

Onshore Wind

Hydropower

Energy from waste
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Chart showing bottom half of the price duration curve for GB in 2025 and 2035
EUR/MWh

Source: Aurora Energy Research

Grid-connected electrolysers can lower costs by producing during 
the cheapest 40% of hours; France has the lowest ‘bottom prices’

Average baseload and bottom prices1 in the 2020s
EUR/MWh

1) Defined here as being the annual average of wholesale power prices below the 40th percentile

Hydrogen supply – electricity prices

30.0 40.00.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 50.0

2025 2035

ESPFRA POLIRXBELDEU PRT NLD GBR ITA

2020s average wholesale price Bottom price

% of hours in year

▪ A flexible electrolyser is able to operate at any number of hours, and chooses 
to run when power prices are cheapest

▪ The shaded area below the curve gives the cost of power for a flexible 
electrolyser; in 2035 it is substantially lower than in 2025

▪ Countries with strong intermittent renewables build such as France, 
Germany, Spain and Portugal will see the lowest bottom prices

▪ Flexible electrolysers still have to pay additional costs such as taxes, network 
costs and environmental levies

▪ Aurora's forthcoming Insight Report (June 2021) will focus on the 

optimisation of flexible and co-located electrolysers, to minimise production 

costs

Optimised over a 25 year 
lifetime, Aurora analysis 
finds that an average load 
factor of ~40% minimises 
hydrogen production cost 
for a flexible electrolyser
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Only three countries have sufficiently low grid carbon intensities to 
meet EU’s new low-carbon hydrogen threshold by inflexible electrolysis

1) For an electrolyser running at baseload capacity and 70% efficiency. Note that the EU emissions cap includes lifecycle emissions, therefore the actual grid carbon intensity threshold will be slightly lower. 2) Aurora Central forecast. Where blank, data is 
unavailable.

Hydrogen supply – grid carbon intensity

Carbon intensity of power grid
kgCO2e/MWh generation

The definition of renewable hydrogen is likely to 
be a key determinant in terms of eligibility for 
policy support.

Aurora's forthcoming Insight Report (June 2021) 

will analyse the carbon intensity of production from 

flexible electrolysers in key countries across Europe
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In order to be classed as “contributing substantially to climate change 
mitigation”, EU Taxonomy Climate Delegated Act (approved 21st April 2021) 
requires a reduction in lifecycle emissions for hydrogen production of 73.4% 
relative to a fossil fuel comparator of 94 gCO2e/MJ, implying a limit of 3 
tCO2/tH2. For a grid-connected electrolyser, this equates to a grid carbon 
intensity of 53.3 kgCO2e/MWh, before considering other sources of emissions1.

Definition of renewable hydrogen

2019 20302 Sustainable Finance Draft Delegated Act implied limit
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Proposed thresholds for renewable hydrogen
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Takeaways

Germany remains the most attractive European country for investments in hydrogen.

Aurora’s global electrolyser database shows 213.5 GW of electrolyser capacity is under development 
globally, of which 182.3 GW is within Europe. As such, Europe will remain a leading producer and 
distributor of hydrogen in the near term.

Source: Aurora Energy Research CONFIDENTIAL

Italy, Finland, the UK, and Poland have all announced hydrogen strategies or other policies since the 
last HyMAR. Italy commits the most public funds (EUR10bn), and sets perhaps the most ambitious 
final energy from hydrogen penetration goal (20% by 2050). Italy’s strategy also leverages its 
geography more aggressively than other European strategies published, positioning itself as a future 
Hydrogen distribution hub, importing from North Africa and leveraging it’s natural gas transmission 
network. New incentive schemes in Poland and the UK are expected to become available from 2022. 

Hydrogen production via electrolysis remains expensive and existing support schemes offering cheap 
power or relief from taxes are unable to make green hydrogen competitive with blue – despite this, 
the countries with the largest potential hydrogen economies are pursuing rebate or exemption 
schemes, including the UK, Germany, and France. Co-location with renewables and innovative 
electrolyser business models will likely offer a solution to this in the longer-term.
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General Disclaimer
This document is provided "as is" for your information only and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is
given by Aurora Energy Research Limited and its subsidiaries Aurora Energy Research GmbH and Aurora Energy
Research Pty Ltd (together, "Aurora"), their directors, employees agents or affiliates (together, Aurora’s "Associates") as
to its accuracy, reliability or completeness. Aurora and its Associates assume no responsibility, and accept no liability
for, any loss arising out of your use of this document. This document is not to be relied upon for any purpose or used in
substitution for your own independent investigations and sound judgment. The information contained in this document
reflects our beliefs, assumptions, intentions and expectations as of the date of this document and is subject to change.
Aurora assumes no obligation, and does not intend, to update this information.

Forward-looking statements
This document contains forward-looking statements and information, which reflect Aurora’s current view with respect
to future events and financial performance. When used in this document, the words "believes", "expects", "plans",
"may", "will", "would", "could", "should", "anticipates", "estimates", "project", "intend" or "outlook" or other variations of
these words or other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements and information. Actual
results may differ materially from the expectations expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements as a result
of known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Known risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to: risks
associated with political events in Europe and elsewhere, contractual risks, creditworthiness of customers, performance
of suppliers and management of plant and personnel; risk associated with financial factors such as volatility in
exchange rates, increases in interest rates, restrictions on access to capital, and swings in global financial markets; risks
associated with domestic and foreign government regulation, including export controls and economic sanctions; and
other risks, including litigation. The foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive.

Copyright
This document and its content (including, but not limited to, the text, images, graphics and illustrations) is the copyright
material of Aurora, unless otherwise stated.
This document is confidential and it may not be copied, reproduced, distributed or in any way used for commercial
purposes without the prior written consent of Aurora.

Details and 
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